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ABSTRACT 

Consider the steady two dimensional flow of an lnviscld ir-

rotational incompressible fluid in a constant gravitational field. 

The flow is bounded below by a infinite plane and above by a semi-

infinite plane with a sluice gate inclined downward at an angle kir/2, 

where 0 < k < 1. Existence of the flow is shown by conformal mapping 

of the hodograph plane on a unit quarter-circle to depend upon the 

solution of a singular nonlinear integral equation in a certain 

Banach space. 

The integral operator corresponding to the integral equation 

is proven to be completely continuous by showing it is uniformly ap

proximated by completely continuous operators, each corresponding to a 

finite jet approximation in the physical plane. Then the existence of 

solution of the Integral equation for 0 < k <_ 1 is proven using the 

Schauder fixed point theorem. It Is shown that solutions can be con

structed by successive approximations. 

The results are extended for some special cases. Solutions 

for which the free surface falls are shown to exist with prescribed 

speeds at the sluice gate tip and at Infinity, and, provided that the 

ratio of the given speeds is not too large, the solutions are unique 

and can be constructed. The limiting case k • 0 is shown to have 

no practical solutions for which the free surface is rising or 

vl 



falling, but mathematical solutions with prescribed speeds do exist 

provided the ratio of the speeds is not too close to unity. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past five years several studies of free boundary flows 

of an incompressible fluid under gravity have been made at the 

University of Arizona; for examples see Klassen 1965, Grossfield 1968, 

and Suitt 1971. The typical approach in these studies is the search 

for a conformal map of the flow plane to the unit semi-circle. In 

each of these it is shown that a necessary condition for the existence 

of the conformal map is that a nonlinear singular integral equation 

have a solution. The integral equation corresponding to each of 

these free boundary problems is similar to Nekrasov's integral equa

tion (Milne-Thomson 1968) but with an additional singularity. It is 

this additional singularity which makes each integral equation dif

ficult to handle in terms of existence and uniqueness; however, there 

has been success in numerical treatment. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove existence of solution 

of flows under a sluice gate, diagrammed in Figure 1. Due to the 

similarity of the corresponding integral equations, the methods used 

in this paper can be applied to the other free boundary problems. 

This is illustrated by the treatment of the limiting case of the 

sluice gate problem shown in Figure 11. 

Carter (1961) has been successful in proving existence of a 

solution of one of the above mentioned problems, and his method can 

1 
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be extended to some other problems (see Suitt 1971, for example). 

But his method depends heavily on the convexity of the free bounda

ries, a property which flow under a sluice gate does not necessarily 

have. 

This paper begins by deriving the Integral equation by a dif

ferent method then that of previous studies. The method here is to 

seek a conformal map of the hodograph plane, Figure 2, rather than 

the flow plane, Figure 1. This technique yields a simpler derivation 

of the Integral equation and puts it into simpler form. It is then 

shown that in order for a flow under the sluice gate to exist it is 

sufficient that the integral equation have a solution in a Banach 

space of continuous functions. A discussion of which solutions fit 

the physical model of liquid beneath the free boundary and gas above 

is given. 

Thus, the purpose of this paper is reduced to proving exist

ence of solution for the integral equation. Since the additional 

singularity in the integral equation is due to the infinite nature 

of the free boundary, we first look at the finite jet approximation, 

Figure 5, as did Carter (1961). It is shown that the Integral equa

tion corresponding to the finite jet approximation has a solution 

according to the Schauder fixed point theorem (Krasnosel'skii 1964). 

Then it is shown that the sluice gate problem is the uniform limit 

of the finite jet approximations. Further, it is shown that in an 

auxllary Banach space of functions the solution can be constructed 



by the method of successive approximations, which also yields suf

ficient conditions for uniqueness of solution. 

The remainder of the paper deals with further results that 

can be obtained in particular cases. First, solutions with convex 

free boundaries are investigated. These are called falling solutions 

and are illustrated in Figure 9. Existence of falling solutions with 

prescribed velocities is proved. Finally, the case with the sluice 

gate fully opened, which was investigated by Grossfield (1968), Is 

studied and found to have no practical solutions which have strictly 

rising or falling free boundaries. 

We note that integrals which appear without differentials 

have integrands which are functions of one variable and are inte

grated with respect to that variable. 



CHAPTER 2 

DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Statement of the Problem 

Consider the steady plane irrotatlonal flow of an Incompres

sible inviscid liquid in a constant gravitational field. Let the flow 

take place in the complex z-plane, z • x + iy, which we shall call 

the flow plane. The geometrical configuration of the flow plane is 

shown in Figure 1. The flow is bounded below by an infinite wall A'D 

above by a semi-infinite wall AB, and on the right by an Inclined 

plane BC, which we shall call the sluice gate. The flow is from 

left to right forming a free boundary CD. 

The following physical parameters are considered to be given: 

(1) the inclination kir/2 of the sluice gate 

(2) the constant acceleration of gravity g 

(3) the total flow rate Q entering the channel per unit time 

(4) the velocity q^ at the point at Infinity on the free streamline 

For each 0 k <_ 1, we seek a one parameter family of flows. 

We shall find it convenient to choose this parameter to be 

(2.1) C - gQ/qjJ, 



g-plane 

Figure 1. The Flow Plane With Rising Free Surface 

v, -plane 

Figure 2. The Hodograph Plane for Che Rising Case 



which is the reciprocal of the Froude number at infinity and repre

sents the ratio of potential energy to inertial energy at infinity. 

The significance of the number c will be discussed in Section 3 of 

this chapter. 

In-order to establish the existence of a flow in the simply-

connected flow plane, one must find a complex potential w - U + iV 

which satisfies: 

(a) w is analytic in the interior of the region of flow 

(b) dw/dz is continuous in the closure of this region 

(c) dw/dz « qD at D 

(d) V - Q on ABCD and V - 0 on A'D' 

1 2 
(e) ^q + gy - constant on CD, 

where q is the speed. Note that (e) is the condition of constant 

pressure on the free boundary as obtained from Bernoulli's Theorem, 

1 2 
(2.2) p + Tjjq + gy • constant on a streamline, 

where p is constant pressure and density is assumed to be unity. 

If 0 is the Inclination of the velocity vector to the hori

zontal, then the complex velocity is given by 

(2.3) qe"10 • -dw/dz. 

The plane of the complex variable 
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(2.4) Vx - qe~10/qD - -(l/qD)dw/dz 

is commonly called the hodograph plane, which Is shown in Figure 2. If 

the flow plane were free of gravity, the free streamline CD would be 

circular in the hodograph plane. With this in mind we seek a conformal 

map which relates the v-plane shown in Figure 4 to the hodograph plane. 

For simplification we define the complex variable Vj by 

The plane of Vj is shown in Figure 3. Equation (2.5) yields a con-

In the v-plane, Figure 4, the free streamline CD takes the 

shape of a quarter-circle. We seek the conformal map f which takes 

the v-plane to the V2~plane; i.e., V2 • f(v). So we seek a func

tion which satisfies 

(1) f is analytic for |v| <1, continuous for |v| <_ 1 

(ii) f is real on the real axis and imaginary on the imaginary axis 

(Hi) f(0) • 0 and f'(0) > 0 

(iv) f maps CD according to the shape of the free streamline 

given by (e). 

The existence of such a function f is sufficient for the 

existence of a flow in the z-plane; for the z-plane and v-plane 

would then be conformally related, and the existence of the complex 

(2.5) 

formal map from the Vj-plane to the v^-plane 
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Figure 3. The v2-plane for the Rising Case 
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Figure 4. The v-plane 
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potential in the v-plane is obtained by the circle theorem (Milne-

Thomson 1968, p. 157). The existence of the function f is also 

necessary by the Riemann mapping theorem. 

So the problem is given by the conditions (l)-(iv). We shall 

call the problem thus formulated the sluice gate problem. 

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Solution 

He first undertake to show that In order that f satisfy the 

conditions listed above it is necessary that a certain nonlinear inte

gral equation be satisfied. 

Lemma 2.1. In order that f be a solution of the sluice 

gate problem it is necessary that f take the form 

(2.6) f<v) - jo«2ntiV2"+1. 

where a^ > 0, a2n+l *s rea^ f°r all n> and lim 

Proof. From (1) we have 

a2»fl 
2n+1 < 1. 

f(v) « J a vn, where liml a_ 
On i ii 

• 

n < i. 

(11) Implies Sq • 0, a^> 0. Since f is Imaginary on the Imaginary 

line, a2n - 0; and since f is real on the real line, a2tvH is 

real. Q.E.D. 
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Let the real-valued functions r and <j> be defined by 

(2.7) f(els) - er(s)+1*(s), 0 < s < ir/2. 

Lemma 2.2, On the free streamline CD, 

(2.8) dy/ds • h(s)e"kr^s^sin k$(s), 
D 

where 

(2.9) h(s) - |(a2 + -^ - 2)—= , 
11 a a +a -2cos 2s 

for some 0 < a < 1. 

Proof. The complex potential for the flow in the v-plane 

corresponding to the flow in the z-plane is obtained as the limiting 

case as b l" of the complex potential for the flow in the plane of 

Figure 8, with source at A and sink at D with outputs of 2Q and 

with BC, BE, and CE as streamlines, is 

(2.10) w « ̂ [log(v-b) + log(v-b *") + log(v+b) + log(v+b~*) 
IT 

- log(v-a) - log(v-a *) - log(v+a) - log(v+a~*)]. 

To obtain the complex potential of the flow in the v-plane of Figure 4, 
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take the limit in (2.10) as b •* 1 : 

(2.11) w - ?[2 log(v2-l) - log(v2-a2)(v2-a~2)]. 

Differentiating and obtaining a common denominator yields 

(2.12) d»/dv - - lW+,-2-2) 2 2 • 
(v -l)(v -a )(v -a ) 

Using a chain rule and (2.4), we have 

(2.13) dz/dv • (dz/dw) (dw/dv) ~dw/dv. 
Vi 

Using (2.5) • f^(v) and equation (2.12), 

dz/dv 1 ^(a2+a~2-2) v(^} 2 

qDf (v) w (v -l)(v -a )(v -a ) 

is 
Restricting to the free streamline, v • e , and again using a chain 

rule and (2.7) give 

j- on 9 •> -kr(s)-ik<J>(s) is- 21s..is 

21. 1U uS 2 • nD (e -1)(e -a )(e -a ) 

which simplifies to 

£ - - A.w.-hM-iMW, 
ds 3qD 



where h(s) is given by (2.9). Now (2.8) is immediate since 

z • x + iy. 

Lemma 2.3. Condition (iv) on f is equivalent to 

(2.15) r' (8) - - ̂  

l-c[ h sin k$ 
'0 

Proof. On CD we may think of y and q as functions of s. 

Therefore, differentiating equation (e), 

By definitions (2.4) and (2.7), we have 

1 " 1Dlvll " ̂Dlf(v)|k ' Vltr(8> 

Is 
for v • e . Substituting into equation (2.16) and using Lemma 2.2, 

equation (2.16) becomes 

kr,(8)e^'cr^S^ • —S§h(s)e ̂ '^sin k<J>(s). 

Rearranging and using (2.1), we have 

12 

Q.E.D. 

3kr'(s)e^kr^ • -ch(s)sin(k<j>(s)), 
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and on integration since r(0) - 0 

tS  
(2.17) e3kr(s) . x _ c[ h sln 

Jo 

from which (2.15) easily follows. 

Since each equation in the proof above is equivalent to the 

preceding equation, we may reverse the argument to obtain the 

converse. Q.E.D. 

In anticipation of Lemma 2.4, we define 

(2.18) L(stt) • — 7 ̂ sin 2ns sin 2nt. 
Vin 

This series converges to an integrable function given by 

(2.19) L(s,t) - ̂logffj 
s+t 
s-t 

(Milne-Thomson 1968, p. 414). 

Lemma 2.4. In order for conditions (i), (ii), and (ill) to 

hold, it is necessary that $ and r satisfy 

fir/2 
(2.20) +(s) - s - L(s,t)r'(t)dt. 

Jo 

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and definition (2.7), we have 
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(2.21) er(.)+it4(s)-«l . j a2nfle2nts. 

n-0 

12 13 14 
Since a^ > 0 and log(l+x) - x - + 3* "4* + •••» there are 

real numbers such that 

(2.22) r(s) + l[«J.(s)-s] - £ b, e2nis. 
n-0 

Equating real and Imaginary parts, yields 

(2.23) r(8) - J b, cos 2ns 
n-0 

and 

(2.24) f(s) - s - J b2nsin 2ns. 
n"l 

Since a Fourier series may be differentiated termwise, 

(2.25) r'(s) « -2 J nb. sin 2ns. 
n-1 2n 

Multiplying by L(s,t) and integrating, we get 

rw/2 
(2.26 f L(s,t)r' 

Jo 

rir/2 

(t)dt 
0 

f '  2  1  
• -I [—7 rsin 2ns sin 2nt T 2mb- sin 2mt]dt. 

1A IT **-II _ , 
* 0 n-l m-1 



Since Fourier series may be integrated termwlse and {sin 2nt} are 

orthogonal, (2.26) becomes 

(2.27) 
>ir/2 • 

L(s,t)r'(t)dt - - I bj^in 2ns 

which yields (2.20) upon noting (2.24) Q.E 

The following lemma will prove very useful. 

t i t / 2  
Proof. [ cot t sin 2t dt « ir/2 is easily computed, and 

Jo  

fir/2 
I cot t[sin 2(n+l)t - sin 2nt]dt 
Jo  

rw/2 
• 21 cot t sin t cos(2n+l)tdt 

h 

ri t f2  
• 21 cos t cos(2n+l)tdt 

Jo 

rv /2  
• I [cos 2(n+l)t + cos 2nt]dt 

Jo 

• 0 for n • 1, 2, 3, ... . 

Therefore, we have by mathematical induction that 

Lemma 2.5 
tv /2  

Jo 1  L(s,t)h(t)dt < ^(f - s) 

(2.28) 
0 

sin 2nt cot t dt • ir/2 for n • 1, 2, 3 
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Define the following approximations of cot t by 

(2.29) cot t « 
m 

cot t for t >. 1/m 

0 for t < 1/m 

So {cotm} is a monotonlcally increasing sequence of positive, 

bounded functions, which converge pointwise on (0,TT/2] to cot t. 

In addition, each function cot t is of bounded variation; therefore 
in 

(2.30) |j^sin2ns[ 
n»l Jo 

9  fir/2 » .  

•'I. a* 

r i r /2  
sin 2nt cot tdt 

m 

-sin 2ns sin 2nt)cot tdt. 
n 

By the monotone convergence theorem, 

(2.31) 
f*/2 tv /2  

limf L(s,t)cot tdt * I L(s,t)cot tdt 
mWO J0 

and 

rit/2 
(2.32) 11MJ sin 2nt cot^tdt - IT/2 for n • 1, 2, 3, 

So, taking the limit as m « in equation (2.30), 

(2.33) 
rv /2  •  .  
I L(s,t)cot tdt • I —sin 2ns • ir/2 - s 
JQ n«l 
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(For the summation of the series see Jolley 1961, p. 96.) Since 

h(8) _<--cot s, the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 constitute the results of this section. 

Theorem 2.1. Given 0 < k £ 1 and 0 < c < ». In order 

that the sluice-gate problem described by (a)-(e) have a solution it 

Is necessary that there be a function <f>, continuous on [0,ir/2], 

which satisfies 

(2.34) +(s) - s + •^Jff/2L(8>t)h(t)^ln(k<^(t))dt 

® 1-cf h sin(k$) 

and 

(2.35) cf h sin(k<f>) < » for 0 £ s <_ ir/2. 
J0 

Proof. The existence of a function f satisfying (i)-(iv) is 

necessary by the Riemann mapping theorem. We know $ must be con

tinuous by condition (i) and definition (2.7), and 4> must satisfy 

integral equation (2.34) by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. In order to show that 

inequality (2.35) must hold, first note that equation (2.17) may be 

written 

(2.36) " * ~ c{ k s*n 

Then c > 0 

that q > 0 

together with the free boundary condition (e) implies 

and hence (2.35) holds. Q.E.D. 
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For the purpose of studying the existence of solution of the 

sluice gate problem, we must reverse the above argument, I.e., we must 

prove sufficient conditions for solution. The sufficient conditions 

given in Theorem 2.2 below are slightly stronger than the necessary 

conditions. 

Theorem 2.2. Given 0 < k £ 1 and 0 < c < <*>. In order that 

the sluice gate problem described by (a)-(e) have a solution it is 

sufficient that there be a function tj>, continuous on [0,ir/2], 

which satisfies integral equation (2.34), |t(s)| <. ir/2, and 

Proof. Suppose $ satisfies the sufficient conditions of the 

theorem. Define r'(s) by (2.15) and note that r'(s) thus defined 

is integrable by (2.37). Therefore (2.20) holds. Since <Ks) ~ s 

and r'(s) are integrable they may be represented as Fourier sine 

series on the interval [0,ir/2] with real coefficients an<* 

{b**}, respectively. Since 4(s) - s is continuous on [0,ir/2], 

Its Fourier series converges uniformly; but since r'(s) Is singular 

at 8 • 0 Its Fourier series is convergent only at its points of 

continuity, namely the Interval (0,ir/2J. Substituting into (2.20), 

ve have 

(2.37) 
0 

sin(k$) < d for 0 <_  a  < ir/2 for some 0 < d < 1 

in 2ns sin 2nt J b**sin 2mtdt - - 7 b* sin 2ns 
n=l 2n 



Next, by orthogonality and termwise integration, 
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(2.38) 4 I £b**sin 2ns - - 7 b* sin 2ns, 
n-1 2n n-1 2n 

from which it follows that b** • -2nb*n for n « 1, 2, 3, 

Integrating the series for r'(s), 

(2.39) r(s) - 7 b* cos 2ns, 
n-0 2n 

where b* is chosen so that r(0) - 0, which is necessary in order 

that 1 • f(l) • since $(0) - 0 from the Integral equa

tion (2.34). Thus, we have 

(2.40) r(s) + i(*(s) - s) - I b* e2nls. 
n-0 M 

x  12  13  
Since e - 1 + x + + + • • •» there exist real numbers {a*n+^} 

such that 

(2.41) .*(.)+«•(.)-.> . j a* ,e2nls, 

n-0 2n+1 

and then it follows that 

(2.42) er(.HM(s> . r (2»H)is 

n"0 2n+1 
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We define the function of the complex variable v by (2.6), taking 

a2n+l " a2n+l* n " °' l» 2 

We now undertake the proof that condition (i) holds. By 

(2.41) 

t o  
(2.43) er^sin(<Ks) - s) • J a, ̂ sin 2ns; 

n-0 

therefore, using the orthogonality of the functions {sin 2ns}, 

(2.44) a2n+l ™ irf er^S^sin(4»(s) - s)sin 2ns ds. 

By the integral equation (2.34) and equation (2.17), 

4  f f 8  3 k  
»•«> a2n+! - 7j0 (1 - cjQh sin k^)3k 

s i n ( s , t ) h ( t ) s l n  k < l > ( t ) d t]sln 2nsds. 

J° 1-cfh sin k* 
J0 

By hypothesis (2.37), there is a number M such that 

{ */2 
c h sin k<J)dt <_ M. 

Using 

of x 

this together with the fact that sin x <_ 1 for all real values 

in equation (2.45), we have 
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(2.46) |a2ttfl| < 2(1 + M)3k - d. 

A2n+1 1 
We know d. -* 1 as n ->• 00 because -^pj-log d' •+• 0. Thus 

lim 
n-*» 

a2n+l 
^ < 1. 

so f is analytic for |v| < 1. We have yet only to show that f is 

continuous on the boundary. From Equation (2.17), e is continu

ous* so er(s)+i^8) is continuous for 0 <_ s <_ ir/2. The restriction 

of f to v • e*"8 is the function obtained by extending 

Is 
periodically to 0 £ s <_ 2ir. Therefore, f(e ) is continuous for 

0 <_ 8 <. 2ir, and f is continuous for |v| £ 1; therefore, condition 

(i) holds. 

We shall show the remaining conditions, (11), (Hi), and (iv), 

are satisfied. Since f is defined by (2.6), it is clear that (ii) 

is satisfied. In addition, we have f(0) • 0 and f'(0) » a^. In 

order to see that a^ > 0, we first note from (2.42) that 

er*8*cos 4>(s) - I a. . cos(2n+l)s, 
n-0 n^i 

and, since cos s and cos(2n+l)s are orthogonal, 

(2.47) a. » ~f' er^cos <t»(s)cos s ds. 
1 V o 

We note that er^ is nonnegatlve by (2.17) and hypothesis (2.37), 
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and cos <J>(s) is nonnegatlve by the assumption |$(s)| <_ ir/2; fur

thermore, it is clear by the integral equation (2.34) that neither 

e nor cos $(s) is Identically zero. Thus, by (2.47) we have 

f'(0) • a^ > 0, and (ill) is satisfied. Condition (iv) is satis

fied by Lemma 2.3. Q.E.D. 

Discussion of the Physical Model 

We have seen necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

sluice gate problem to have a solution. We now discuss whether the 

physical model is practical. 

The most Interesting physical model is the case of liquid 

jets in air. In this case the assumption that the pressure in the 

liquid is at every point greater than the vapor pressure (assumed 

constant) provides a fair approximation to the true fact (Birkhoff 

and Zarantonello 1957, p. 7). So we shall call those solutions which 

satisfy this condition practical solutions and those which do not 

mathematical solutions. 

The following lemma gives a physical effect of the size of 

the number c. 

Lemma 2.6. For practical solutions of the sluice gate problem, 

c <_ 1 if and only if y^ £ 

Proof. The assumption that the solution is practical, to

gether with Bernoulli's Theorem (2.2), yields 

¥ 
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(2.48) q*/2 + gyA < q*/2 + gyD. 

By the equation of continuity, Q • q^y^ • q^y^, so upon elimination 

of q^ Inequality (2.48) becomes 

(2.49) I(<lD/yA)2(yD+yA) (yD~yA> - g(yD"yA) * 

1 2 
If we assume that yD £ yA> then 2"(qD/yA) (yD+yA) ig. so 

qD ?yA 
— > * > 1 
«yA " V^A " 

since |(yD+yA) 1 yA and yA/yD 1 1. Therefore, 

C - gQ/qjj - gqDyD/qD I gyA/qD 11. 

Conversely, assuming that yQ > yA, (2.49) yields 

^4/y2
A) (yD+yA) 1 S« Then it follows that 

. 2 . WV . 
c • gyD/qD i 2y2 >i 

since f(yD+yA) > yA and yD/yA > 1. Q.E.D. 

We note that physical experiments indicate that c « 1 

(Blrkhoff and Zarantonello 1957, p. 12). 



CHAPTER 3 

EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 

The complication in solving Integral equation (2.34) is due 

to the non-integrable function h. Our plan is to approximate h 

by a bounded function h^ in such a way that + h polntwise as 

b 1 . We will prove the existence of solution of each integral 

equation obtained by replacing h with h^ in (2.34) for 0 < b < 1. 

Finally we shall show that a solution of (2.34) can be obtained as 

the uniform limit of these approximating integral equations. 

There are many possibilities for the approximation h^» but 

ve choose one which has a physical interpretation. He will show 

that the finite jet approximation, Figure 5, corresponds to a satis

factory approximating integral equation. The idea of finite jet 

approximations is due to Carter (1961). 

The Finite Jet Approximation 

We will obtain the integral equation corresponding to the 

flow In the finite jet approximations by a slight modification of the 

work in Chapter 2. The hodograph plane of the complex variable v^ 

of the finite jet approximation is shown in Figure 6. The correspond

ing VJ-plane, shown in Figure 7, is conformally related to the 

Vj-plane by equation (2.5). As before we seek a conformal map f 

which takes the v-plane of Figure 8 to the VJ-plane. Also as 

24 
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(0,0) 

z-plane 

Figure 5. The Flow Plane for the Finite Jet Approximation 

kit/2 (1,0) 

v.-plane 

Figure 6. The Hodograph Plane for the Finite Jet Approximation 



(0,1) 

-I 1_ 
(1.0) \ \ 

\ r 
B A D E \ / 

Vj-plane 

Figure 7. The VJ-plane for the Finite Jet Approximation 

(0,1) 

\ 
I 

(a,0) (b.O) i(l,0) 
—i 1 1 

B A 0 

v-plane 

E 

Figure 8. The v-plane for the Finite Jet Approximation 
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before, f must satisfy (i)-(iv), but the free stramline is now CE. 

Of course, Lemma 2.1 holds for f, and we make definition (2.7). We 

have the following modification of Lemma 2.2. 

Lemma 3.1. On the free streamline CE, 

(3.1) - •^-hb(8)e"kr^S^sin k<|i(s), 

where 

(3.2) h^s) - w(a' - b*)(b,_2 cQs 2s)(a'-2 cos 2s)* 

and 

(3.3) a' - a2 + a"2 and b' - b2 + b~2. 

Proof. Equation (2.10) is still valid. We shall continue 

from this point as in Lemma 2.2 but without letting b •+ 1T; 

/, » dw 2Q, , - v(vA-l) 
- dv ir 2 .2W 2 .-2W 2 2W 2 -2/ (v -b )(v -b )(v -a )(v -a ) 

dz 
Equation (2.13) is unchanged, but ^ becomes 

4 
/« c\ ^ m 1 2Q. i . «» v(v **1) 

dv -k/ » it 0 '. 2 .2W 2 ,-2w 2 2W 2 -2 ' 
qDf (v) (v -b )(v -b ) (v -a )(v -a ) 
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is 
On the free streamline CE, v • e , so 

« 6) A. . -is(a. . 
«•» d. (.21s-b2) (e21s-b-2) (e2ia-a2) Ce21'-,"2) 

vhlch simplifies to equation (3.1) since 

9 

(3.7) 

and 

(e4l8-l)l „ 2 sin 2s 

(e2is-b2)(e21s-b~2) " b'~2 cos 23 

2is -

<3,8) , 21s 2. . 2is -2. ' " a'-2 cos 2s* Q.E.D. 
(e -a )(e -a ) 

Lemma 3.2. Condition (iv) on f Is equivalent to 

h. (s)sln k$(s) 
(3.9) r'(s)--£' 

3k fS 
1-cj h^sin k$ 

Proof. Same as Lemma 2.3. Q.E.D. 

We note that 

(3.10) a' > b' 

since 0 < a < b £ 1; therefore, is nonnegatlve. Also note that 

K Increases with respect to b. Since b1 > 2 for 0 < b <_ 1, 
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(3.11) 1 *or 0 _< s _< ir/2. 

Furthermore, It Is easy to see that 

(3.12) lim h. (s) « h(s) pointwlse on (0,7]< 
b-»>l 

We have the following bound for each 0 •< b < 1: 

M . , > 12(a'-b') . * 
(3.13) £ (b'-2)(a'-2) = 

By inequality (3.11) and Lemma 2.5, 

fir/2 < 
(3.14) L(s,t)hb(t)dt < ^(|- s). 

The proof of the following theorem is the same as the proof 

given of Theorem 2.2. 

Theorem 3.1. Given 0 < k £ 1 and 0 < c < •». In order that 

the finite jet approximation to the sluice gate problem have a solu

tion it is sufficient that there be a function $, continuous on 

[0,ir/2], satisfying |$(s) | _< ir/2 and 

fir/2 h. (t)sin k<J>(t) 
(3.15) *(s) - s + LCs.t)-^— —dt 

® 1-cj h^sin k<f> 

and 
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(3.16) cf h sin k$ < d for 0 _< 8 <_ tr/2 and some 0 < d < 1. 
J0 

Existence of Solution of the Finite Jet Approximation 

Let operator be defined by 

rir/2 h. (t)sin k<Kt) 
(3.17) K^s) - s + L(8,t)-Z—— dt. 

® 1-cj h^sin k<f 

We seek a fixed point of in the space 

fir/2 
(3.18) Sd - {+ c C[0,ir/2] :cj h(t)|$(0|dt £ d,|*(s)| <. ir/2}, 

where 0 < c < 1 and 0 < d < 1 - c. He note that is a convex 

subset of the Banach space C[0,ir/2] of continuous functions with 

domain [0,ir/2]; the norm is given by 

(3.19) IUIIC " qg^ir/2l*(8)'* 

The following definitions are necessary. An operator is com

pact if it transforms every bounded set into a relatively compact set. 

An operator is completely continuous if it is continuous and compact. 

We shall use the following well-known theorem (Krasnosel'skii 

1964, p. 124). 
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Schauder Fixed Point Theorem. Let S be a bounded convex 

set in a Banach space. Every completely continuous mapping K:S -»• S 

has a fixed point. 

The following lemmas will show that satisfies the condi

tions of the above theorem. 

Lemma 3.3. Provided 0 < c < 1 and 0 < d < 1 - c, and if 

a > 0 is chosen so that Inequality (3.28) is satisfied, then for 

a < b < 1 acts in S^; i.e., S^. 

Proof. First we will show ll^Cs) | <_ ir/2 if $ is in S^. 

From the definition of K^, 

Next we will show e C[0,ir/2] if $ e S^. Consider two 

points s^ and $2; then 

L(s,t)h(t)dt 

and Lemma 2.5, 

1^(8)1 < s + (| - s) - ir/2. 

|Kb*<s2) -^(Sj)! - | jjn lL(s2»t)-L(s^,t) ]• 
0 

h^(t)sin k<Kt) 

(3.20) 
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by Inequality (3.13). By the Schwarz inequality, (3.20) becomes 

~ ̂ b<si>I 1 ls2 " 8ll 

+ Cr/2|L(32,t) - L(Sl,t)|2dt}1/2 

3k/i2(l-d) Jo 2 1 

fir/2 

" l®2 ~ sll + CPrZ J\ 
* 3k(l-d)/ir J 

(3.21) 

Ttj rtl/2 00 . 
Is, - 8,1 + 0 -{ ( y "r(sin 2js,-sin 2js.)sin 2jt) 
1 1 3k(l-d)/ir J0 j-lJ L 1 

00 i 1/2 
• ( £ 2ns2~sin 2nsj)sin 2nt)dt} 

n»l 

Is, - s,l +— ( V A-(sin 2ns,-sin 2ns1)2}1^2, 
* 3/2(l-d)k n-1 n 1 1 

where we have used (2.18) and Integrated the Fourier series termwise 

using the orthogonality of (sin 2nt}. Since 

0j"6i 
(3.22) |8in ©2-sin | • 2|sin—^—cos—j— 

®2~®1 
< 2[sin *2 x|, 

it follows that 



00 

I 4f(sin 2ns2 - sin 2nsj)2 <_ I -^sln2n|s2 - sJ 
n»l n n«l n 

(3.23) • 2|B2 - s^l (ir - |s2 - sJ) £ 2nrJs2 - sJ 

where we have used 

00 00 CO 

p  1  _ j  2  1 P 1  1  P  1  _  
1 —zsin ns » •=• i ~k ~ I —«cos 2ns 
n-1 n n-1 n £ n-1 n 

(3.24) - ̂  + fs - -|s2 - fj - f(* - s), 

for 0 < s <. ir (Jolley 1961, p. 98). Now (3.23) and (3.21) yield 

continuity of Using (2.9) we see that 

tv /2  ,  fir/2 . . . 
(3.25) |o th<t)dt - f(a' - 2>j 

Noting that 11m.t cot t « 1, we see that there Is a number M such 
t-*0 

A 

that t cot t £ M for 0 < t <_ j. Using this in (3.25), we have 

CM f l t / 2  ^ t V <*  fM '  f*'2 J0 thUHt <T(a' - 2)f jr: 
q » -2 cos 2t* 

Hence, upon carrying out the integration, 

fir/2 
(3.26) th(t)dt < 3M(a' - 2)-

Jf 
0 
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• 0. we have 

a*1 /a,2-4 

a'-2 
Since lim 1 • 0, we have 

I 
ir/2 

(3.27) I th(t)dt 0 as a 1 ; 

t r t /2  
i.e., I h(t) sin tdt may be made smaller than an arbitrary positive 

Jo 

number by choosing a < 1 sufficiently close to 1. Since 

is positive due to d < 1 - c, choose 0 < a < 1 so that 

f i t /2 . . 
(3.28) j' th(t)dt < J - 3—. 

Now, since |sin k<j>| <. k|$|, 

t%!2 rir/2 
cj h(s) |Kjj$(s) |ds £ cj sh(s)ds 

(3.29) 
2  t * l2 t nl2  

3(i—d)J J h(s)L(s,t)hb(t)|*(t)|dtds 

rw/2 2 *ir/2 
(3.30) <_ cj sh(s)ds + ^(t) | #(t) |dt, 

where we have used |sin 0 j< |@|, interchanged the order of integra

tion by Tonelli's theorem (Royden 1963, p. 234) and applied Lemma 2.5. 

Using Inequalities (3.28), (3.11), and definition (3.18), we have 

(3.31) cJ*/2h(s)|Kb<Ks)|ds < c(£ - -j^j) + ̂  - d. Q.E.D. 
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He will use the following concepts (Dunford and Schwartz 1958, 

p. 261) In the proof of Lemma 3.4. Assuming that S Is a normed 

topological space, the space C(S) Is the set of all bounded continu

ous real (or complex) functions defined on S. The norm in C(S) is 

given by ||f||c • sup|f(s)|. A subset of K CC(S) is said to be 
seS 

equicontinuous if to every e > 0 and every s e S there corresponds 

a neighborhood N - N(s) of s with sup sup|f(s) - f(t)| < e. 
feK teN 

Arzella-Ascoli Theorem. If S is compact, then a set in 

C(S) is relatively compact if and only if it is bounded and equi

continuous. 

Lemma 3.4. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3, Is com

pletely continuous. 

Proof. First we will show that is continuous on S^. 

Consider two neighboring functions <f>^(s) and *n Sd 

use (3.17) to get 

ISh^Cs) -5^(8)1 

(3.32) 

c 
3k 

ir/2 I sin k^(t) sin k^Ct) tir/2 I sin 
j L(s,t)hb(t)/— 

-cj h^sin k$2 1-cj h^sin k<|>^ 

On getting a common denominator and a suitable addition and subtrac

tion, we find 
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2 (s) " Vl(s)' 

rtr/2 

'0 

(3.33) 

i c f*/2 
«3kJ L(s»t)hb(t){(sin k«fr2(t) - sin k^(t)) 

(1 - cj h^sln k$j) + sin k<|>^(t)cj h^sln k$2 - sin k<fr^)} 

(1 - cj h^sln k*2)"1(l - cj h^sln k^)"1!. 

By (3.11) we have 

ft fw/2 
(3.34) |l - cj h^sln k$| 1 + cj h| sin k$| < 1 + d. 

Using | sin k<p2 - sln'k^jJ'<_ k| |$2 - +jjlc» and 

|l - cj h^sln k^l"1 <. (1 - d)"1, 

together with (3.13), (3.31) and (3.33) we have 

1^*2 (s) "Vl00' 

(3.35) 

eb| | •2~*111 c fir/2 £ 
2 [ L(s,t)h.(t)(l + d + ̂ )dt, 

3(l-d) Jo b 2 



from which it follows that 

(3.36) ||^2 - Vl||c «+ i + £It )|l+2 . 
(1-d) 

and hence continuity. Now we will show that is compact. From 

Inequalities (3.21) and (3.23), 

-  v M  

for all | e S.. 

Suppose S is a bounded set in S^. By (3.37), {1^4:$ e S) is 

bounded and equicontinuous, so it has compact closure by the Arzela-

So has a fixed point in by the Schauder fixed point 

theorem, provided b satisfies a < b < 1, where a is chosen in 

such a way that (3.28) is satisfied. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1 and 

the preceding lemmas we have: 

Theorem 3.2. For each 0 < k < 1 and 0 < c < 1, there 

exists a solution to the finite jet approximation to the sluice gate 

problem, provided b is sufficiently close to 1. 

The Sluice Gate Problem as Limit of Finite Jet Approximations 

The following lemmas are aimed at obtaining the solution of 

the sluice gate problem as the limit of the finite jet approximations. 

Ascoli theorem. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 3.5. Suppose {g^} is a monotonically decreasing se

quence of continuous functions such that g^ 0 pointwise on a com

pact set. Then the convergence is uniform. 

Proof. Let e > 0 be given. For each Sq, there is a posi

tive number N(SQ) such that |S^CSQ)| < e for m >. N(SQ). By con

tinuity of gM/ v, there is a neighborhood U of sn such that 
a0 

ISJJ/'o \l < c for s e » 3X1(1 since the sequence is decreasing 

|g_,(s)| < e for s e U and m >.N(sn). The class of such neigh-
80 

borhoods {U } cover the compact set, so there is a finite subcover-
8 

lng {Ug }. Let N • max{N(s^)}. Then Ig^s)! < e for m _> N. 

Q.E.D. 

In order to find a solution of the Integral equation (2.34), 

ve seek a fixed point of the operator K defined by 

(3.38) K$<s) - s + £f'/2L(s.t)h<t);ln k<^(t)dt. 

® 1-cf h sin k$ 
Jo  

Lemma 3.6. As b •+ 1~, K^<p -*• K$ uniformly in S^. 

Proof. Obtaining a common denominator and adding and subtract

ing a term, we obtain 

fit/2 ft 
|K^(s)-Kj><f(s) | - |-^j L(s,t)sin k«f(t){(h(t)-hb(t))(1-cj^sin k$) 

(3.39) 

+ ch^(t)^ (h-h^)sin k$}(l-cj h^sin k$) *(l-cj h sin k$) *|dt. 
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Since (1 - cj l^sin k^)"1 <_ (1 - 'cj h sin k#)""1 <, (1 - d)"1, we may 

use (3.34) and (3.39) to get 

fir/2 
(3.40) |K<Ks) - K. <»(s) | < £—5- L(s,t)(|h(t) - h. (t) | (1 + d) 

3k(l-d) ̂ 0 b 

+ chj)(t)| |h - hjJ|sin k<|>|)dt. 

Ve will look at the right side of inequality (3.40) in two parts. 

We consider the first part. Using (2.9) and (3.2) we have 

rir/2 
(3.41) Jo L(s,t)|h(t) - hb(t)|dt 

6f L(Spt) tfr,' 7\nni- |- /.i !,•* ^ sin 2t i 
" v)Q a'-2 cos 2t "2)cot C ' (a "b b'-2 cos 2tldt 

(3.42) < (a?_2)02L(s>t)[(a'-2)cot t - (a'-b')btf2s^82|t1dt. 

The right side of inequality (3.42) approaches zero pointwise as . 

b 1 by the monotone convergence theorem since (a'-b' )fe,_2 cos 2t 

increases to (a' - 2)cot t as b •* l". Furthermore, since 

L(s,t) _> 0, the right side of (3.42) decreases to zero pointwise. 

By equation (2.33) and inequalities (3.20)-(3.23), the right side of 

(3.42) is continuous for each b. Therefore, Lemma 3.5 applies: 
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(3.43) L(s,t)|h(t) - hb(t)|dt -»• 0 

uniformly for 0 < s < ir/2 as b -*• 1 

We consider now the second part. Since j (h - h^) | sin k<{i| 

satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.5, 

We must show that this limit is also uniform for f e S^. We will 

use the following well-known theorem (Dunford and Schwartz 1958, 

p. 52). 

Uniform Boundedness Theorem. Let X and Y be Banach 

spaces, let F C {A:X + Y 3 A is bounded and linear} and suppose 

that for each x~e X the subset {Ax:A e F} of Y is norm bounded. 

Then lim Ax - 0 uniformly for A e F. 

To make use of this theorem, we let X • {x:x is a measurable 

(3.44) 

uniformly for 0 £ t £ ir/2. 

x*0 

IT/2 

function on |x||sin k4>| £ d for all $ e S^} 

with norm 
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We now prove that X Is a convex subset of a Banach space. X 

Is clearly a convex subset of a normed linear space, so we need only 

show that it is complete. Suppose that is a Cauchy sequence 

in X; i.e., that 

fir/2 
(3.45) lim sup I |xm - x ||sin k<|>| - 0. 

m,n-*» «^eS^ '0 n 

This Implies that {xn> converges in measure since there is $ e 

such that |sin k$| > 0 a.e. Therefore, there is a subsequence 

{xq } of {xR} which converges a.e. Let Xq * lim xQ . Since 

{x } is Cauchy, for every e > 0 there corresponds an integer N 

J 
such that for all i, i + j > N, 

fff/2 
sup[ |x - x 11 sin k$| < e. 
•eSd'0 i+j ni 

Letting j -*• • and using Fatou's lemma, 

fir/2 
sup |x0 - x 11sin k<|>| £e; 
•eSd'0 u ni 

I.e., I|xn - x II < e for i > N, so {x } x_. Since a Cauchy 
0 ni X " ~ ni 0 

sequence with a convergent subsequence is convergent, {xq}XQ. 

Since, for e >_ 0, 



rir/2 fir/2 

Jo l*0l l8in k*l l Jo l*o " *J l8ln k*l 

ve 

tv/2 
+ |x | |sin k4»I £ e + d, 

J0 n 

[ * /2 
have j |xQ11 sin k<f>| <. d; therefore, Xq e X. 

Next let Y * C[0,ir/2] and define A,:X •* Y by 
9 

(3.46) A.x » f xlsin 
• J0 

Let f - (A^:$ e S^J and note that F satisfies the conditions of the 

uniform boundedness theorem, for <. d for all x e X, e F. 

Therefore, lim A.x • 0 uniformly for A. e F. So we have 
x+0 * 

(3.47) lim f (h - h. )|sin k$| « 0 
b+l~J 0 

uniformly for 0 <_ t <_ ir/2 and ^ 

by letting x - h - h^ e X. 

By applying results (3.43) and (3.47) to inequality (3.40), we 

have 

(3.48) lim_||K$ - K.^||c " 0 uniformly for $ e S,. Q.E.D. 
b-*l~ -oo 



We now show that K acts in the space S^. Suppose ^ e S^, 

then is continuous by Lemma 3.4 and K is continuous by Lemma 

3.6, Analogous to inequalities (3.30) .and (3.31), we have 

provided, of course, that a has been chosen to satisfy (3.28). 

So K acts in S^ and is uniformly approximated by a sequence 

act in S^; therefore, K is completely continuous (Krasnosel'skii 

1964, p. 15). 

By the Schauder fixed point theorem, K has a fixed point in 

S^. Thus, by Theorem 2.2 we have: 

Theorem 3.3. For each 0 < k £ 1 and 0 < c < 1, there ex

ists a solution to the sluice gate problem. 

We will show that integral equation (2.34) can be solved by 

successive approximations by showing that the contractive mapping 

principle (Krasnosel'skii 1964, p. 141) applies. 

We find it convenient to rearrange the integral equation. The 

continuity of $ was not used in obtaining the results (3.37) and 

cj h(s)|K$(s)| ds <_ c sh(s) ds + h(t)|$(t)|dt 

of completely continuous operators, {K^ > C(K^:a < b < 1), which 

Constructive Method of Solution 



(3.48). Thus, by (3.37) we see that Is a continuous function 

t i t /2  
whenever $ is bounded and c[ h|sln $| <_ d for some 0 < d < 

J° 

and by thfe result (3.48) the same is true for K£. Therefore, any 

fixed point of K in the space ' 

• fff/2 
(3.49) S. • 14>| <_ ir/2,c h|sin <f>| < d} 

Jo  

is continuous. Define the function u by 

(3.50) u(s) • c sin k<f>(s), 

so the integral equation becomes 

(3.51) u(s) • c sln{ks + if L(s,t)h^"^dt}. 

J° l-[ hu 
Jo 

We define H by letting Hu(s) be the right side of the integral 

equation (3.51). We wish to find a fixed point of H in the space 

fir/2 
(3.52) L. • {u: |u(s) | £ c, h(s) |u(s) |ds <_ d), 

Jo  

with norm defined by 

fir/2 
(3.53) IMIh-Jo h(s) |u(s) |ds. 
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The proof that is complete closely follows the proof in 

Lemma 3.6 that X is complete. Suppose that a Cauchy 

sequence in L^; i.e., 

rir/2 
lim I hlx -x I «* 0. 

m,n-+® '0 m 

This Implies that {x^} converges in measure since h > 0 a.e. 

Therefore, there is a sequence {x } of {x} which converges a.e.; 
nJ 

let xn « lim x , which is bounded since the space of bounded func-
0 nj 

tions is complete. Since {x } is Cauchy, for every e > 0 there 

"J 
corresponds an integer N such that for all i, i + J _> N, 

rir/2 

I hlx -  x I <  e .  
0 ni+j ni 

it/2 rn /£  
Letting j «• and using Fatou's lemma, [ h|xn - * I <. E; i.e., 

Jo u ni 

| |xn - x || £ e for i j> N, so {x } xn. Since a Cauchy se-
u ni h i 

quence with a convergent subsequence is convergent, {x } -*> xn. Since, 
rir/2 n 

rir/2° r -n / z  nn .  
given e* > 0, there is a n > 0 such that I 1»|*Q| <. J h|*0 ~ *nl 

rir/2 rir/2 0 0 

+ j h|xn| <_e* + d, we have j h)XQ| £ d; therefore, XQ e Lh 

and is complete. 

It is clear that if u c is a fixed point of H then 

e Sd defined by <j>(s) « sin~*[-~u(s) ] is a fixed point of K. 
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Lemma 3.7. Suppose a has been chosen so that inequality 

(3.28) is satisfied for 0 '< c < 1 and 0 < d < 1 - c. Then II acts 

in a ball Bd • {u e L^:| |«| |h <. d>. . 

Proof. Suppose u is in the ball. It is clear that 

|Hu(s) |£c, so we need only show that ||Hu|<_ d. Corresponding 

to (3.29) and (3.30), we now have 

(3.54) ||Hu||. - cf' h(s)|sin[ks + ̂  L(s,t)h(t)"(t)dt][ds 

J° J° 1-f hu 
Jo  

rir/2 fir/2*ir/2 
£ cj h(s)|sin ks|ds + j h(s)L(s,t)h(t)|u(t)|dtds 

r t t /2  fir/2 
£ cj h(s)sin s ds + h(t) |u(t) |dt, 

where we have interchanged the order of Integration by Tonelli's 

theorem and applied Lemma 2.5. Now the desired result is obtained 

using inequality (3.28). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.8. H is contractive in for d < (c+1) - /C2+3C. 

Proof. Using the fact that |sin - sin 0jJ _< |$2 - 0^| 

and (3.51), 
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p/ir/2 

(3.55) |HU2(8) - Hu^s)! < |jo L(s,t)h(t) 
u2(t) «i(t) 

l"(ohU2 '-/S 

dt 

cp/ 2  

(3.56) <|Jo L(s,t)h(t) 

(u2(t)-u1(t))(l-| hu1)+u1(t)| h^-u^ 

U-J hu2)<l-f hu^ 

dt 

- rir/2 
(3.57) < S—_ L(s,t)h(t) [ |u„(t)-u. (t) I (1+d) 

3(l-d) '0 2 1 

+ I^iCO 11 lu^^l |hldt, 

vhere we have added and subtracted a tern after getting a common 

denominator. Multiplying by h and integrating, we have 

(3.58) ||HU2 - HuJ|h 

t i t /2  p i t /2  
<. o h(s) I L(s,t)h(t) [(1+d) |u9(t)-u« (t) | 
3(l-d)^0 Jo Z 1 

+ ux(t) | l^-uj |h]dtds. 

Now we once again apply Tonelli's theorem and Lemma 2.5 to get 
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(3.59) HHuj-HUjIlb 

< -^lj0 Mt> t (1+1) I |+| U^t) 111 Uj-UjJ |„Idt 

Therefore, H is contractive provided ^-s-(l+2d) < 1, vhlch Is 
(l~d) 

equivalent to 

(3.60) d2 - 2(c+l)d + (1-c) > 0. 

The left side of Inequality (3.60) Is decreasing In d for 0 < d < 1 

2 1/2 
and equals 0 for d * (c+1) - (c +3c) , so Inequality (3.60) 

2 1/2 
holds for 0 < d < (c+1) - (c +3c) . Q.E.D. 

Note that, under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.7 also 

2 1/2 
applies since (c+1) - (c +3c) < 1 - c for 0 < c < 1. There

fore, by the contraction mapping principle, we have the following 

result. 

Theorem 3.A. Integral equation (3.51) has a unique solution 

in the ball B^ for d < (c+1) - (c2+3c)^2. This solution can be 

calculated by the method of successive approximations, by the formula 

un • Hun_^, n • 1, 2, 3, ..., where Uq is an arbitrary element of 

the ball B,. 
a 



CHAPTER 4 

FALLING SOLUTIONS OF THE SLUICE GATE PROBLEM 

In this chapter we shall prove the existence of flows of the 

type illustrated in Figure 9. Such flows are characterized by 

Due to the special assumption that the solution is falling, 

we will be able to make an improvement in the necessary and suf

ficient conditions for the solution of the sluice gate problem. In 

fact, upon a change in the form of the integral equation of Chapter 2, 

we will find that the necessary conditions are also sufficient. 

(4.1) *k/2 < e < 0 

and will be referred to as falling solutions 

The Integral Equation 

We normalize the hodograph plane, Figure 10, by the speed at 

C, qc; i.e., 

(4.2) 

The reason for this change is that the characteristic number 

_3 
c(s) • gQq (s) is largest at C for the falling case. 
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Figure 9. The Flow Plane for the Falling Case 

Vj-plane 

Figure 10. The Hodograph Plane for the Falling Case 
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If we put for qQ and cQ for c, Lemma 2.2 Is un

changed, but Lemma 2.3 takes the following form. 

. Lemma 4.1. Condition (iv) on f is equivalent to 

(4.3) 

where 

(4.4) cQ - gQ/q^. 

Proof. The proof duplicates that of Lemma 2.3 up until equa

tion (2.17), which we replace by 
/ 

(4.5) fi3kr(s) m ^ + c f ^ 

* 8 

since we replace qQ by qc, c by Cq, and note that • 1. 

As in Lemma 2.3, the converse holds since the steps above are equiva

lent and hence reversible. Q.E.D. 

With the above replacements, the remaining lemmas of Chapter 2 

, are unaffected, and we have the following analogue of Theorems 2.1 and 

2.2. Since we have the added assumption 0 £ $(s) 5 ir/2, we are now 

able to combine those two theorems into a single set of necessary and 

sufficient condtions. 

r'(s) 
-c, 
0 h(s) sin k<fr(s) 
3k fv/2 

1+c, ,f * fi h sin k$ 
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Theorem 4.1. Given 0 < k ̂  1 and 0 < < ®, In order 

that there exist a falling solution of the sluice gate problem, It Is 

necessary and sufficient that there be a continuous function 

^:[0,ir/2] [0,ir/2] which satisfies the Integral equation 

Proof. The proof that conditions (4.6) and (4.7) are neces

sary Is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. The existence of a 

function f satisfying (l)-(iv) Is necessary by the Rlemann mapping 

theorem. The function $, defined by (2.7), must be continuous by 

condition (1), and $ must satisfy Integral equation (4.6) by Lemmas 

4.1 and 2.4. In order to show that inequality (4.7) must hold, first 

note that equation (4.5) may be written 

(4.6) 
h(t)sin M>(t) 

and the inequality 

(4.7) h sin k$ < «® 

Setting s - 0, we have 

3 3 r"-
qD/qc " 1 + coJ0 

h Sin k*' 
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3 3 
Inequality (4.7) results from this since 1 < qD/qc < «° for falling 

solutions. 

We now show that (4.6) and (4.7) are sufficient. Given the 

solution define r' by equation (4.3). Since h(s) > 0 and 

sin k$(s) _> 0, condition (4.7) on <p Implies that r' Is Integrable. 

The remainder of the proof progresses exactly as the proof of Theorem 

2.2. Q.E.D. 

Conditions for Existence and Uniqueness 

As in equation (3.50), we let u • c^sin k$, so that (4.6) 

becomes 

(4.8) u(s) » cQsin[ks + -jJ L(s,t)^^y|^dt]. 

0 1+1 hu 
Jt 

We define H* by setting F^uCs) equal to the right side of (4.8) 

and look for a fixed point of H* in the space defined by 

+ r/2 
• {u:0 £ u(s) <_ Cq,J h(t)u(t)dt < »}, 

with the same norm as L^. 

Lemma 4.2. L* is complete. 

Proof. Since L^ is complete we need only show that the 

limit Uq of a Cauchy sequence {uQ} in satisfies Uq(S) >_ 0 

a.e. As in the proof that is complete we have that Uq is the 
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limit in the space of bounded functions of a subsequence {u }. 
nk 

Since u >0 a.e. and u •* u_ a.e., we have uA > 0 a.e. Q.E.D. 
"it - nk 0 0 -

+ + 
Lemma 4.3. For 0 '< Cq < 1, H acts in a ball of L^» 

where a is chosen to satisfy (4.11). 

Proof. Suppose u is in Bd« Since L(s,t) >. 0, 

(4.9) ks + ||f/2L(s>t)h(t^t)dt >. 0, 

0 1+f hu 
ft 

and 

ir/2 
(4.10) ^+11 L(s,t)h(t^t)dt < s + |(| - 3) < ff/2, 

' 1+f hu 
't 

where we have used Lemma 2.5. Therefore, 0 < H+u(s) < cft. Comparing 

r/2 
inequality (3.54) and using [ hu ̂  0 and definition (4.8), we have 

, fir/2 rir/2 

|H u||h £ CgJ th(t)dt + CqJ h(t)u(t)dt. 

^~co 
Since d >0, by (3.27) we may choose 0 < a < 1 so that 

C0 

f*/2 ^~c0 
(4.11) th(t)dt < ^d. 

h ~ c0 

. l-cn 
Then Hh u|| <_ CgO-^-^d) + cQd - d. Q.E.D. 

+ ^~C0 
Lemma 4.4. H is contractive in if d < ^ • 



Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8, 

|H+u
2(s) 

fir/2 fir/2 

c.,»/2 I Vull+Iu2"ullj. hul+l"ll| hlu2"ull 

i-Tj. L(8-t,h<t> -zn* pH "• 

ll+Jt 
hu2ll1+Jt 

hull 

where we have obtained a common denominator and added and subtracted a 

term. Since and u2 are in B^, we have 

• 

|H+U2(S) 

-TJ 0  L  <®»*> h  < t) [ | U2" ulI +1 u2~ ulI d  + I ul111 u2" ul11h 1  d t* 

Next, we once again apply ToneIll's theorem and Lemma 2.5: 

llii+u2 " £+ulllh i c0(l+2d)||u2 - Ul||h. Q.E.D. 

kr(s) 
Since q(s) » qce by the equation following (2.16) and 

u(s) _> 0 a.e., it follows from relation (4.5) and q(0) - qQ that 

rir/2 q 3 IMIh- "!«! • <r> -1-
Jo 'c 

Therefore, we have the following theorem by the contractive mapping 

principle and Theorem 4.1. 
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Theorem 4.2. For each 0 < k £ 1 and 0 < Cq < 1, there 

exists a unique falling solution of the sluice gate problem such that 

3, 3 , 1"e0 
«.12) " 1 <"2^. 

A More General Existence Theorem 

We seek to prove the existence of solutions which may not 

satisfy inequality (4.12); in fact, we will show there is a solution 

3 3 
corresponding to each positive value of ~ 1* 

Let 

1 f*/2 
« {u:0 £ u(s) <_ l,j h(t)u(t)dt < •}, 

which is a convex subset of a Banach space under the norm. De

fine by 

(4.13) A.u - ~«+u 
c0 

for u in I.f. Thus u is a solution of integral equation (4.3) 
Q 

iff it is an eigenfunction of A^; i.e., H+u • u iff AjU - Au 

for some number A • —, called the eigenvalue of A. corresponding 
c0 A 

to the eigenfunction u. If such an eigenfunction can be found, then 

It and the reciprocal of its eigenvalue Cq » 1/A comprise a solution 

of (4.8). 
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Lemma A.5. acts In L^ and Is completely continuous. 

Proof. Clearly Aj$ <_ 1, and >_ 0 follows as In the 

proof of Lemma 4.3. Noting that 

|sln(A+B)| £ |sin A| + |sin B| <, |sln A| + |B| 

and 

J*'MO sin ktdt -

6 r/2 

< —[ cot t sin ktdt < 
- *J0 

we have 

ftr/2 fir/2 
(4.14) I  h(t)A1u(t)dt £ I h(t)sin ktdt 

Jo  1  Jo  

. fir/2 tit/2 
+ -rj [ h(s)L(s,t)h(t)u(t)dtds < <*>, 

J Jo  Jo 

where we have used Lemma 2.5 and Tonelll's theorem. Therefore 

acts In L|. 

Now let u^ and U£ be In a ball of L^. By definition 

(4.13) and the proof of Lemma 4.4, 

1 
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(4.15) ||A^u2 ~ AiuilIh £ (l+2d)|luj - u^||^. 

Therefore Is continuous. 

We wish to show next that Is compact. Suppose that S 

Is a. bounded set In L^. By comparing the proof of Lemma 3.6, we 

shall show that the function A^u can be approximated uniformly for 

s in [0,ir/2] and u in L^ by functions {A^}, each completely 

continuous with respect to the C-norm. For a < b < 1, define A^ 

by 

1 f v / 2  h. (t)u(t) 
/^u - sin(ks + yl L(s,t) ^ dt) , 

l+Jt V 

where h^ is defined by (3.2). Since 0 £ hb(t) < h(t), inequali

ties (4.14) and (4.15) hold with replaced by A^, so A^ acts 

in L^. Suppose B^ is i 

paring inequality (3.39), 

In L^. Suppose is a ball containing S. then we have, by com-

|A^u(s) - A^u(s)| 

rw/2 fn/2 
h-hj, 

-dt 

fH/i rt1/4 

-tr/2 lh-hblu+lh"hbluJ [h-hju 

\̂Q L(S'° r/2 ' fW2 ' 

|l+j^ hu||l+j^ t^u] 

•. (it/2 fn/2 
<jJ o  L(s,t)[|h - h^|(l+d) + h^j [h - hjuldt. 
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By comparing Inequalities (3.43) and (3.47), we see that 

llm||AjU - A^ul|c « 0 uniformly for u in S. Therefore, A^ is 
b+1 

completely continuous with respect to the C-norm. Since S is also 

bounded (by 1) in the C-norm, the set A^S - {Ajti:u in S> has 

compact closure with respect to the C-norm. Let {Uq} be a sequence 

of points in A^S. Then {Uq} has a subsequence {Uq } convergent 

with respect to the C-norm to a function Uq. From (3.11), (3.12), 

and (3.13), we have that h^ is bounded for each a<b<l, h^-»-h 

polntwise on (0,ir/2], and h^ is increasing with b. Using 

h • (h - h^) + h^, we have 

/IT/2 »IR/2 

«.i6> jo |«nj - «0|h < Jo 

fir/2 
+ J0 l\ • "oK-

The first term on the right side of inequality (4.16) approaches 

zero as b •* 1 by the monotone convergence theorem, and the second 

term approaches zero as 1 •* ® since h^ is bounded. Therefore, 

Uq •+• uQ with respect to the L^-norm, so the set AjS has compact 

closure with respect to the L^-norm, and Is compact. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 4.3. Given 0 < k £ 1 and > 1* Then there is 

Cq > 0 for which a falling solution of the sluice gate problem exists 

with the velocities qQ and q^. 
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3 3 
Proof. Let <!Q • ~ 1» It is sufficient to show that 

the operator has an eigenfunction on the boundary of the ball 

in L^. To accomplish this we use the following theorem estab

lished for vector fields on a sphere by Blrkhoff and Kellogg 

(Krasnosel'skii 1964, p. 184): Let A be a completely continuous 

operator, defined on the boundary r of a bounded region containing 

the zero of a Banach space. Let ||Au|| >_ a > 0 for u on r. 

Then the operator A has at least one eigenfunction on T. 

is completely continuous and defined on the boundary r 

of the ball B, by Lemma 4.5. By (4.9) and (4.10), 
°0 

rir/2 
(4.17) | |AJU| _> j h(s)sin ksds > 0 

for u in L^ and for u on r in particular. The theorem of 

Blrkhoff and Kellogg applies. Q.E.D. 

We note here that by the equation of the free streamline (e) 

of Chapter 2, one may think of yc and yQ as being given instead 

of q^, and qQ. Then Theorem 4.3 implies the existence of solutions 

for all yD < yc» 

Theorem 4.4. Given 0 < k 1 and 0 < Cq < w/2, there Is 

a falling solution of the sluice gate problem. 

Proof. He seek a fixed point of the operator H+ in the 

space 



+ f*/2 
C » {u in C[0,ii/2]:0 <_ u(s) <_ Cq,J h(t)u(t)dt < »}, 
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ir/2 

0 

where C+ is a convex subset of a Banach space with respect to the 

C-norm. We have 

ks + y|ff/2L(s,t)h(^t)dt < s + (| - s) < ir/2 

0 1+f hu 
't 

as in Inequality (4.10). Therefore, 0 £H+u(s) £ Cq. In the proof 

of Lemma 4.5, it was seen that operator is completely continu

ous with respect to the C-norm and A^u is a continuous function, 

for AjU was approximated uniformly by the continuous function A^u; 

therefore, operator H* • c^A^ has the same properties. By Inequality 

(4.14), we see that 

I 
ir/2 

h(t)H u(t)dt < ». 

Thus, H* has a fixed point in C+ by the Schauder Fixed Point 

Theorem. Q.E.D. 

Since c^ > c, and by Theorem 4.3 all ratios > 1 are 

possible, Theorem 4.4 opens the possibility of solutions corresponding 

to c > 1. According to Lemma 2.6, such solutions will not be 

practical; i.e., the pressure on the free boundary must be something 

greater than that due to vapor pressure. In order that the model 



correspond approximately to physical reality, we must assume that the 

free streamline Is bounded above by fluid If c > 1. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE LIMITING CASE 

We consider the possibility of obtaining solutions of the 

sluice gate problem with the sluice gate completely open; i.e.t the 

limiting case as k •+• 0. B is a stagnation point for 0 < k 1 but 

not for k • 0; therefore, we cannot expect to obtain q(B) for 

k • 0 by taking the limit as k 0. So we cannot expect to obtain a 

solution for k • 0 as a uniform limit as k + 0 of solutions cor

responding to k > 0. The sequence of flow planes and corresponding 

hodograph planes of Figure 11 Illustrate this lack of uniform con

vergence and indicate that we must attempt to map the hodograph plane 

differently in the limiting case. 

Falling Solutions 

First we shall seek solutions with falling free streamlines as 

shown in the last drawing of Figure 11. For such flows the hodograph 

variable is v^ * qe As in Chapter 3, we will derive the in

tegral equation which must be satisfied, but this time we seek a con-

formal map f which takes the unit semi-circle of the v-plane 

(Figure 12) to the free streamline In the hodograph plane. So we 

seek a function v^ « f(v) such that 

(1) f is analytic for |v] < 1, continuous for |v| <_ 1 

(ii) f is real on the real axis 

63 
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Figure 11. Sequence of Falling Solutions Leading to the Limiting Case 
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Figure 12. The v-plane for the Limiting Case 
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(ill) £(0) « qA/qc and f'(0) > 0 

(iv) f maps the semicircle according to the shape of the free 

streamline given by (e) of Chapter 2. 

The work of Chapter 2 is duplicated with small changes in the 

following lemmas. 

Lemma 5.1. In order that f satisfy conditions (i)-(iii), 

it is necessary that f take the form 

(5.1) f (v) - I a vn, 
n«0 

where an • •—, a1 > 0, each a„ is real, and limla l1^" <1. 
u qc  JL n 1 n' -

Proof. Condition (i) implies that f takes the form (5.1) 

with lim|an|^n £ 1. Condition (ill) implies Sq • qA and a^ > 0. 

Condition (ii) implies that each aQ is real. . Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5.2. On the free steramline CD, for 0 <_ s £ ir, 

(5.2) - i2_e"r(s)h0(s)sin *(s), 
C 

where the functions r and $ are defined by (2.7) and h^ is 

defined by 

tys) - |cot § 
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Proof. The complex potential of the flow in the v-plane with 

source at A of output Q, sink at D of input 2Q and with CD, 

AC, and AD as streamlines is w - ̂-(2 log(v-l)-log v); therefore, 
1T 

3v ™ TT v(v-l) * ^S*N8 a chain rule and relation (2.4), with for 

^D' 

dz a dz dw Q vf 1 Q v+1 
dv dw dv Tt1cVl tq^f(v) v(v-l)' 

Is 
Setting v • e and again using a chain rule, 

dz _ _ Q -r(s)-i<fr(s) _e^f+L_lels . _ Q -g(s)-l»(s) s. 

ds irqc el8(ei8-l) *qC 2 

for 0 <_ s <_ it. We obtain (5.2) by equating imaginary parts above. 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5.3. Condition (iv) on f is equivalent to 

cn hn(s)sin <|>(s) 
(5.3) r'(s) - - -y — 

=ofj 

where C q  is defined by (4.4). 

l+cft| hQsin $ 

Proof. Proceeding as in Lemma 2.3, putting qc for q^, 

(iv) Is equivalent to 

r*(s)e2r^s^ - 22hfi(s)e~r^sin <Ks), 

*c 
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which can be written as 

3r'(s)e3r*s* - -cQh0(s)sin <J»(s), 

which on integration has the form 

(5.4) e
3r(®) « l + Cq[ h-sin <f>. 

's 

Result (5.3) follows directly. To show the converse, we may reverse 

the above argument since the steps are equivalent. Q.E.D. 

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2.4, and its proof 

is the same with minor changes. 

Lemma 5.4. Conditions (i), (ii), and (Hi) imply 

(5.5) *(s) - -[ L0(s,t)r'(t)dt, 
JO 

where 

fl» 

(5.6) Ln(s,t) • — 7 ̂ sin ns sin nt. 
0 * n-ln 

Proof. Since a^ > 0 we argue as in Lemma 2.4 to obtain 

•D 

(5.7) r(s) - T b cos ns. 
n-0 n 

and 



(5.8) 

The proof is completed exactly as Lemma 2.4 Q.E.D 

Theorem 5.1. Given 0 < C q  < •». In order that a falling 

solution of the limiting case k • 0 of the sluice gate problem 

exist it is necessary and sufficient that there be a continuous func

tion $:[0,TT] [0,ir] which satisfies 

We shall first show that the conditions are necessary. The 

existence of a function f satisfying (i)-(iv) is necessary by the 

Riemann mapping theorem. The function $, defined by (2.7) for 

0 _<^ A <_ IT , must be continuous by condition (1), and $ must satisfy 

integral equation (5.9) by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. In order to show 
t  

that inequality (5.10) must hold, first note that equation (5.4) may 

be written 

(5.9) 
hn(t)sin <|>(t) 

and 

(5.10) 

Proof. The proof closely follows that of Theorem 4.1 

q3/q£ - 1 + cQ| h0sin <j>. 
3 



Setting 8*0, we have 
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qD/qC " 1 + cof0Vin •' 

Inequality (5.10) results from this since |sin ifrf • sin $ and 

3 3 
1 < q^/qg < 00 for falling solutions. 

Now we shall show that the conditions are sufficient. Given 

the solution <p, define r' by equation (5.3). Since hg(s) >_ 0 

and sin $(s) ̂  0, condition (5.10) on' $ implies that r1 is 

integrable. The remainder of the proof progresses exactly as the 

proof of Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5.2. There are no falling solutions of the limiting 

case k • 0 corresponding to 0 < Cq < 1. 

Proof. Suppose there is a falling solution $. Then <p 

must satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1. By changing variables 

3 t 
in equation (2.33) and using hg(t) - j, 

(5.11) J L0(s,t)h0(t)dt - -|J LQ(s,t)cot |dt - ̂(ir - s). 

From integral equation (5.9), 

cn 
*(s) < -y|U||cJoL0(s,t)h0(t)dt, 

where we have used 
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(5.12) CofV" * > 0, 

which results from 11q(S) _> 0 and 0 _< $ <_ IT. Therefore, by (5.11), 

*(s) < CQIUI lc» so ||t||c <.CQ||*||c« But cQ < 1 implies 

! 1^11c " so ® for ® —s —w* We DOte that' s±nce 

v2 - qe^10/qc - f(v) - er(s)+i*(s), 

we have $ * -0. So the result • « 0 implies 0 « 0; i.e., the 

free streamline is not falling. Q.E.D. 

Let u(s) - CgSin < f i ( s ) ,  so Integral equation (5.9) becomes 

* 

,/•* hn(t)u(t) 
(5.13) u(s) - e0sln[-jj LQ(s,t) — dt]. 

0 1+jtv 

We seek a solution of integral equation (5.13) in 

+ f* 
L. • {u:0 £ u(s) ,< 1,1 hn(s)u(s)ds < •}, 
n0 J0 u 

which is a convex subset of a Banach space normed by 

f i t  
||uI|hQ * jok0(s)u(s)ds. 

We define the operator 6* on by setting 
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hn(t)u(t) 
.n(s,t) 

0 

-r it h.UJuU) 
(5.14) 6 u(s) • sinfcf Ln(s,t) dt] 

-  3 Jo  f n  

1+|thou 

af* 
for each u in L, . We seek elgenfunctlons of the operator <G in 

n0 

the space L?* . 
0 

"f* 4" 
Lemma 5.5. £ acts in L. and is completely continuous. 

n0 

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of 

Lemma 4.5. 

4- 4- + 
To show G acts in Lu » suppose u is in L. • Using 

h0 0 

(5.11) and (5.12), we have 

- rir hn(t)u(t) 
(5.15) 0 < if L0(s,t)-^— dt < 1. 

0 1+Jt
h0u 

By (5.15) and the definition (5.14) of G+, we have 0 <_ G+u(s) £ 1. 

Multiplying equation (5.14) by hg(s) and integrating and using 

sin x <_ x for 0 < x < 1, we have 

(5.16) J^h0(s)G+u(s)ds <_ •||^h0(s)L0(s,t)h0(t)u(t)dtds, 

where we have used (5.12). By Tonelli's theorem and (5.11), we have 

(5.17) j|^h0(s)L0fe,t)h0(t)u(t)dtds <_ |^hQ(t)u(t)dt < ». 

By (5.16) and (5.17), we see that 
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| h0(s)G+u< (5.18) I hn(s)G u(8)ds < «>, 

Therefore, G :L. L. , 
~ 0 0 

In order to show that G* is continuous, let u^ and Uj 

be in a ball of L* . Then,, obtaining a common denominator and 

adding and subtracting a term, 

(5.19) |G+u2(s) - G+Ul(s)I 

lfir ho(l u2_ul l+l u2"ul I f Jou 1+1U11 |jo I u2~ul 

- 3jol'0 fTT Ji 

(1+Jt
h0u2)(1+ji

h0ul) 

Multiplying (5.19) by h^Cs) and integrating, 

(5.20) I |G+>12 - G+Ujl |ho < (l+2d) | |u2 - Uj| | 

where we have used Tonelli's theorem, (5.11), and (5.12). Thus, G+ 

is continuous. 

•|»  ̂

To show that G is compact, we define G. :L. ->• L. by 
~0 no n0 

. | fit h„ (t)u(t) 
(5.21) <£u(s) - sin [if L0(s,t)-22~- dt], 

J>» 
h^(t)u(t) 

1+ 

where h^ is defined by 
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<=•"> hob(s) • I 8 

b +b -2 cos 2s 

for 0 < b < 1. We note that, since 0 <_ hgb £ hg» (5.15)-(5.20) 

4- + 
hold with hg replaced by , so acts In and is con

tinuous. Also, since is bounded, it is easy to show that G£ 

is completely continuous using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Then, 

exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we have that G_+ u can be ap-

+ + + 
proximated by G^u uniformly in . Thus, since each G^ is 

completely continuous, so is G+. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5.3. Given q and q_ such that 

(5.23) d - qjj/q* - 1 > 2 log 2, 

there is a falling solution of the limiting case of the sluice gate 

problem with speeds q^ and at C and D, respectively. 

3 3 3r(0) 
Proof. By equation (5.4), " e » an^ u " cos*n 

3 3 ^ 
ve have ||u||. * <!«/<!/•. " So sufficient to show that G 

tt0 ~ 

has an eigenfunction on the boundary • {u in :||u||^ 

f i r  .  ®  ®  
• I h.lul • d} of the ball B in L. . If u is on r,, then 

J o 0  d  h 0  d  



We note sin 0 >_ (cos 1) 6 for 0 <_ 0 <_ 1 since sin 6 - (cos 1)6 

and the slope of sin 6 is greater than the slope of (cos 1)0. 

Using this and (5.15), we have 

.Mr h_(t)u(t) 
(5.25) sin[± L0(s,t)-Si— dt] 

J° 14,f  h  1+Sy 
.  fi t  n nitmtj 

>, (cos 1)W LQ(s,t) — dt], 

° 1+Jthou 

Therefore, using (5.24) and (5.25), 

(5.26) | |G+u| | > |2S_^0\o(s)Lo(s,t)ho(t)u(t)dtdg. 

Then, using Tonelll's theorem and equation (5.11), we have 

(5.27) 110+»| 1^ > Sg^J\0(t)u<t)J££dt. 

Since u is on r^, (5.27) can be written 

<5.28) 110+»| 1̂  > - if't cot fdt) 

if' t 
since u(s) < 1. Hence — t cot -£dt • 2 log 2 and d > 2 log 2, 

"Jo * 

(5.29) ||£+u||h^ > > 2 log 2) > 0 for u on fj. 



We have shown that the theorem of Birkhoff and Kellogg quoted In the 

proof of Theorem 4.3 applies. Q.E.D. 

We note that the solutions whose existence is asserted by 

Theorem 5.3 must correspond to >_ 1 according to Theorem 5.2. 

Rising Solutions 

We turn now to possible solutions of the limiting case of the 

sluice gate problem with rising free streamlines (Figure 13). The 

results for the case with falling free streamline hold for this case 

with slight modifications, where (iii) becomes f(0) » ^A^D* 

For flows with rising free streamlines, the hodograph variable 

is v^ • qe *®/qD (Figure 14). We again seek a function v^ • f(v) 

which satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv) of the previous section. 

Lemma 5.1 holds without change, and Lemma 5.2 holds with q replaced 

by q^. We replace Lemma 5.3 with the following equivalent lemma. 

Lemma 5.6. Condition (iv) on f is equivalent to 

h_(s)sin <|>(s) 
(5.30) r«(s)--|-2_- , 

1-cj hgSin <p 

where c is defined by (2.1). 

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that of Lemma 5.3 

with the exception of (5.4), which we replace by the equivalent 

equation 



K K 

t-plane 

Figure 13. The Flow Plane for a Rising Solution of the Limiting Case 

(1,0) 

Vj-plane 

Figure 14. Hodograph Plane of a Rising Solution of the Limiting Case 
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(5.31) e3r("> - 1 - c | h0sin • Q.E.D 

Lemma 5.4 still holds, and we have the following modification 

of Theorem 5.1. 

Theorem 5.4. Given 0 < c < ». In order that a rising solu

tion of the limiting case k • 0 of the sluice gate problem exist, it 

is necessary and sufficient that there be a continuous function 

4:[0,ir] [-"ir,0] which satisfies inequality (5.10) and 

Proof. The proof closely follows the proofs of Theorems 4.1 

and 5.1. 

To prove that the conditions are necessary, we note that the 

existence of a function f satisfying (i)-(iv) is necessary by the 

Riemann mapping theorem and let $ be defined by (2.7) for 

0 < s < IT. Then tp must be continuous by condition (i) and must 

satisfy integral equation (5.32) by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6. To show that 

Inequality (5.10) must hold, we first note that equation (5.31) may be 

written 

(5.32) 
hft(t)sin $(t) 

Setting s • ir, we have 



3 3 fV 
<l c /% m 1 - cj ̂hQsin <t>, 
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which Implies inequality (5.10) since |sin | - -sin $ and 

3 3 
1 K < " for rising solutions. 

To prove that the conditions are sufficient, we suppose that 

the solution $ is known and define r' by equation (5.30). Since 

hQ(s) 21 0 and sin $(s) <_ 0, 

and condition (5.10) on 41 implies that r' is integrable since, 

from (5.30), 

The remainder of the proof progresses exactly as the proof of Theorem 

Theorem 5.5. There are no rising solutions of the limiting 

case of the sluice gate problem corresponding to c < 1. 

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 

5.2. Suppose there is a rising solution which must satisfy the 

conditions of Theorem 5.4. By integral equation (5.32) and inequality 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 0 £ r*(s) <_ |h0(s)|sin $(s)| 

2.2.  Q.E.D. 

(5.33) 
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l*Cs) | <e|W| cj 1 L0(s,t)h0(t)dt 

Using inequality (5.11), we have |<Ks)| c11 I [c» so 

IUII C  i clkll c- B u t  C < 1  Implies |UII C"° so $(s) « 0 for 

0 < s <_ IT. Since $ • -0, we have shown the free streamline is not 

We note that this theorem means there are no practical rising 

solutions of the limiting case of the sluice gate problem. 

As in Theorem 5.3, we now give conditions under which solu

tions do exist. Let u(s) - c sin 4>(s), so Integral equation (5.32) 

becomes 

rising Q.E.D 

hft(t)u(t) 

We seek nontrlvial solutions of integral equation (5.35) in 

which is a convex set of a Banach space normed by ||u|| 

define the operator G~ on L7 by 

(5.36) 

for each u in L . Elgenfunctlons of operator G in L. 
0 " ~ h0 

correspond to rising solutions of the limiting case. 
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Lemma 5.7. G~ acts In L, and is completely continuous. 
0 

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of 

Lemma 5.5. To prove that G~ acts in L~ and is continuous, one 
n0 

uses the same argument except inequality (5.33) replaces (5.12). To 

prove that G is completely continuous, one uses the same argument 

with G* replaced by G^, ' defined by 

i fir hn.(t)u(t) 
(5.37) <£u(s) - 8ln[ilLo(s,t)_i!2_ dt]. Q.E.D. 

° l-J<>>u 

Theorem 5.6. Given q^ and such that 

(5.38) d - q*/q* - 1 > 2 log 2, 

there is a rising solution of the limiting case of the sluice gate 

problem with speeds q^ and at C and D. 

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of 

3 3 3r(ir) 
Theorem 5.3. By equation (5.31) and since " e » it is 

sufficient to show that G~ has an eigenfunction on the boundary 

T. • {u in l7 sI lull. » d) of the ball B, in L. . Analogous 
d hQ "h0 d hQ 

to (5.2A) in the proof of Theorem 5.3, we have 

« - 3 ' )  — i j j j '  

-|>u 1 



Since -J hgii » J hjj|u| J h^u)" d. Then, corresponding to (5.25) 

we have 

. f i r  h.(t)u(t) ./it hn(t)u(t) 
(5.40) sln|-jj LQ(s,t) — dt|»(cos 1) |^J LQ — dt|. 

liM " 0 InV 0 

Corresponding to (5.29), we have 

(5.41) | |G""u| > ^^(d - 2 log 2) > 0 

for u on rd. So the theorem of Blrkhoff and Kellogg again 

applies. Q. E 

We note that the solutions whose existence is asserted by 

Theorem 5.6 must, according to Theorem 5.5, correspond to c > 1. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 
I 

We have shown that, in order for the sluice gate problem to 

have a solution, it is necessary that the integral equation (2.34) 

have a solution in a space of continuous functions which satisfy In

equality (2.35), and it is sufficient that the Integral equation have 

a solution in the smaller space of continuous functions satisfying in

equalities (2.37) and |<Ks)| <_ tt/2. Those solutions which have the 

characteristic number c 1 and y^ _> yQ are called practical, for 

they conform to the physical model of liquid flowing under the sluice 

gate with the free surface bounded above by gas. 

In order to remove the singular function h in the Integral 

equation, the finite jet approximation was introduced and shown to 

have necessary and sufficient conditions for solution similar to those 

of the sluice gate problem. Existence of solution of the finite jet 

approximation was proved using the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem and 

the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem. The solution of the sluice gate problem 

was shown to exist as the uniform limit of finite jet approximations. 

Using the contraction mapping principle, it was shown that a unique 

solution may be constructed in a ball of a certain Banach space by the 

method of successive approximations. 

By making the special assumption that the free surface be 

falling, further results were obtained. It was shown that falling 

83 
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solutions exist with prescribed speeds at C and D. Provided that 

the ratio q^/qc of the given speeds is not too large, the solution 

is unique and can be constructed by successive approximations. 

The conditions for existence in Chapter 4 should be more 

stringent than those in Chapter 3 since it is a more specialized 

problem. In Chapter 3 the existence of a solution 4 is proven for 

each c • gQ/q^ < 1, and in Chapter 4 the existence of a falling 

solution $, which satisfies the additional condition 0 <_ < f i  < _ v / 2 t  

3 
is proven for each Cg « gQ/qc < 1. For falling solutions, qc < qD 

and C q  > c, so the conditions of Chapter 4 are indeed more stringent. 

To see which of the solutions constructed in Chapter 3 are falling, we 

3 2 
note that by the equation of continuity c • gQ/qr •= gyn/qn; thus, 

W D D 

one can compare y^ and yD if q^ and the geometrical configuration 

are specified. 

The limiting case k • 0 of the sluice gate problem was seen 

to have properties different from the cases with 0 < k <_ 1. The 

necessary and sufficient conditions for solution differed in that the 

integral equation (5.9) lacked a forcing term and the singular func

tion h was replaced by h^. It is proved that there are neither 

rising nor falling practical solutions, but mathematical solutions do 

exist with prescribed speeds q^ and qQ provided that the ratio of 

the speeds is not too close to unity. The treatment in Chapter 5 does 

not exclude the possibility of physically relevant solutions which are 

neither rising nor falling; in fact, one should be able to obtain them 

by the methods of Chapter 3. 
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